
 

 

Sour Cream Panna Cotta with Stone Fruit Compote 
By Leah Holzel 

Serves 4-6 Prep TIME 20 min (plus setting) Cook TIME 5 min 

A Harvest of Flavor Contrasts in One Autumn Dessert: When I was a kid, my mom made panna cotta for 
just about every dinner party she threw—her hybrid version calling for not one, but three forms of milk 
(two fresh, one fermented). What an opportunity for my fledgling flavor system to learn to appreciate 
their distinct contributions!  

When we think of an ingredient that will exercise our flavor perception, something as subtle as milk 
isn’t the first that comes to mind. But for those of us with smell loss, that very subtlety can be its 
strength, because it requires a quality of our attention that bolder foods may not. The beauty being, 
that the trove of food memories and emotions we have to draw from are our custom-made keys to the 
doorway of dairy’s delicate flavor. 

Like the dairy it’s made from, panna cotta is a milky-white flavor canvas, ideal for infusing with potent 
aromatics (vanilla is the most traditional), and accenting with a colorful, punchy sauce. This sauce 
celebrates the farmers’ market harvest: a quick trick to intensify the flavor of ripe stone fruit; the color 
and spice spectrum of sweet peppers and hot; and fresh mint’s illusion of cool. 

 

Ingredients:  

• 1¼ cups whole milk  
• 2¼ teaspoons powdered gelatin 
• 1 cup heavy cream 
• 1 tablespoon vanilla extract  
• 2½ ounces sugar (about 1/3 cup) 
• 1 cup sour cream 
• 6 medium peaches or nectarines (about 1¼ pounds), cut 

lengthwise into quarters, “free stone” preferred  
• ¾ teaspoon coriander seed 
• 2 tablespoons date syrup 
• 3 tablespoons lime juice (about 1 lime) 
• 2 ounces fresh sweet long peppers (such as Cubanelle, 

Anaheim, Jimmy Nardello), thinly sliced into rings, seeds 
removed (about 1 cup) 

• ½ to 1 ounce fresh hot peppers (such as jalapeño, 
Hungarian wax, or serrano) seeds removed, and thinly 
sliced  

• ¼ cup torn fresh mint leaves 

 



 

 

Directions:  

1. Pour the milk into an unheated medium saucepan and sprinkle the gelatin over the surface to let 
bloom, about ten minutes. Meanwhile, nestle a medium bowl into a slightly larger bowl or vessel of ice 
and water. Add the cream to the bowl and stir in the vanilla. 
 
2. Over medium heat, stir the milk mixture until the gelatin is dissolved and the liquid is warm, 1-2 
minutes. Remove from the heat, add the sugar, and stir to dissolve. In a steady stream, add the milk 
mixture to the cold cream, stirring constantly. Let cool completely, stirring frequently (the mixture will 
begin to thicken ever so slightly), about 10 minutes. Whisk in the sour cream until smooth. Transfer to 
a serving bowl (or distribute among 4-6 individual serving vessels) and refrigerate until set, about 4 
hours or up to overnight. 
 
3. Meanwhile, arrange the fruit quarters on a microwave-safe dish. Cook, at high heat, covered, for 1 
minute. Remove the skins, which will peel off very easily. Slice each in half lengthwise to equal 48 
slices. Microwave, at high heat, uncovered, for 3 minutes more. 
 
4. Just before serving: In a small skillet over medium-high heat, toast the coriander seeds, about 1-2 
minutes. Coarsely crush them using a knife, spice grinder, or mortar and pestle. In a medium bowl, 
combine the date syrup, lime juice and crushed coriander seeds. Add the peaches and peppers, and 
toss to dress; stir in the mint. Serve the panna cotta in heaping free-form spoonfuls on dessert plates, 
topped with stone fruit compote. 

 

 

Dehydrate peaches in the microwave for 3 minutes to concentrate their flavor, while intensifying the color and 
preserving much of their fresh-fruit juiciness.  
 
Sample the changes in texture and consistency as gelatin transforms the panna cotta over time—from fluid to 
spoon-coating to sloshy, to its final firm-but-wobbly form.  
  
Add vanilla and coriander seed essential oils to your smell-training practice. But get a quick start by using 
crushed seeds and vanilla extract called for in this recipe.  
 
Tune in to the vitality and charisma of fresh food. Smell loss disrupts the most direct line of communication 
between food and ourselves—flavor. Interacting with newly-picked produce in a farmers’ market setting is 
experiencing fruit, vegetables, and herbs in their italicized form. Develop sensitivity to the many ways food is 
trying to get your attention.  
 
Delve into date syrup. It has a deep ebony color and a sweet-tart “over-ripe fruitiness,” reminiscent of 
molasses, raisins, and prunes. Here, it’s a nod to syrupy aged balsamic vinegar—a condiment classically paired 
with panna cotta. 
 
© Leah Holzel is a food writer and recipe developer specializing in culinary strategies for anosmia. She is co-
author, with Alexander Fjaeldstad, Thomas Hummel, and Robert Pellegrino, of an upcoming book on smell loss 
and the flavor system in contract with Columbia University Press. 


